– YOUR OWN
NATIONAL PARK GUIDE!
Let the mobile guide lead you deeper into the national park and its themes than you had even planned. Brief facts and longer stories, numerous pictures as well as videos and soundtracks will provide you with new perspectives on the attractions around you.
Enjoy the health benefits and cultural experiences generated by the outdoor excursion.
Start using the MobiRanger mobile guide by
downloading it for free onto iOS (iPhone &
iPad) and Android (Samsung) mobile devices
and Windows 8 Phones from your device’s
app store.

The app and its contents are available in
Finnish and English – the language version
downloads automatically according to your
device’s default language.
To get the map sheets you need for your
excursion, just download them onto your
mobile device using the app’s ‘i’ button. This
ensures the app works during your hike even
when offline. You can browse the contents
in advance when planning your excursion, or
afterwards at home to bring back memories.
Your own location is shown with
a red, explore’s shoe -symbol on
the map.
By downloading the map sheets
onto your device beforehand,
you make sure that your
location is shown even without
mobile phone coverage.

EXPLORE!
Select the national
park from logo
National parks have
several starting
points for excursions, found on different map sheets.
The guided
attractions are
marked with a
colourful icon.
You’ll get more information about the
attraction by clicking
the symbol
MobiRanger guides you to the world of
geological sights in Pyhä-Luosto. The
symbol for attractions is an amethyst, the
jewel of Lapland.
MobiRanger tells about the history of the
Urho Kekkonen national park’s area. The
guided attractions are marked with a sun
symbol from the Sámi culture.

NAVIGATE!
Download the
map sheets onto
Page menu which
includes the app’s
settings and content
Your current location
on the map
Symbol in
Android and
Windows 8 devices
National park’s map
view
List of service structures and
guided attractions

Available data layers, which
are map, services, and
guided attractions.
Experience content-rich day trips and longer
hikes, spiced up with some extra flavour courtesy of modern technology! More information
on the MobiRanger mobile guide is available at Naava, the Pyhä-Luosto Visitor Centre;
Tankavaara Visitor Centre, and Kiehinen
Customer Service at Saariselkä.

Lay out: Ida Ikonen

START!

